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Chapter 1651 

The reporters naturally also noticed this situation, and they immediately 

understood that Shengshi Entertainment was…obviously planning to give up 

on Selena! 

“Selena, are you worthy of so many fans who support you and believe in you?” 

“It’s too much to set up a memorial archway to make a watch!” 

“Are you here today to apologize to everyone?” 

… 

Just when the reporters frantically surrounded the hotel entrance and you 

asked me every word, a voice suddenly came from behind… 

“Please give way, everyone.” 

It was Selena’s assistant Hu Tao who spoke. 

Hearing this familiar voice, the reporters all subconsciously turned their heads 

to look. After seeing this, everyone was stunned… 

I saw three people standing behind me. 

Xiao Tao, Ling Zhizhi, and the woman in the middle is… 

Is that… is it Selena? 



Because during the filming period, all the crew members have completely 

returned to the rural life, and even after work is over, they wear coarse 

sackcloth. In addition, today’s filming is a bit late and time is running out, so 

what Selena is wearing at the moment is The clothes I usually wear after work, 

with a braid tied casually on the back of my head, my skin is darker than 

before due to long-term exposure to the outdoors. If you look closely, the skin 

on your hands is also a lot rougher, full of harvesting wheat for farm work Tiny 

scars from time to time… 

However, the girl’s eyes are extremely bright and energetic, and her whole 

body is calm and calm. The first thing people notice is her aura, not her 

appearance. 

The girl glanced at the reporter at the scene, and said in a calm and polite 

tone: “Sorry for keeping everyone waiting for a long time, it’s a little late to 

finish work today.” 

“Xi…Karen!” A female reporter squeezed behind exclaimed excitedly, “Are you 

blind? This is me, Karen, okay?” 

Selena, the female reporter who spoke, had the impression that she was one 

of Selena’s fans and had been fighting on the front line to protect Selena, so 

she came here this time. 

Selena looked at the girl and showed a grateful smile. The female reporter 

became even more excited. She felt that the goddess was so beautiful even in 

rough linen and rough skin! 

A person’s appearance can be faked, but his temperament cannot be imitated 

overnight. As soon as Selena appeared, even though she was quite different 

from her usual appearance at the moment, everyone knew and decided in an 

instant. The woman in front of her is the real Selena! 

So… the woman who got out of the car just now… turned out to be a fake? 



The reporters turned their heads to look at the women surrounded by them 

just now, and their jaws almost dropped in shock. 

There really is someone who looks so much like Selena, the outline of the 

facial features, even the position of the mole on the earlobe is exactly the 

same, it is absolutely possible to confuse the real one. 

The premise is that if the real master does not appear. 

This time, before the reporters came back to their senses and surrounded 

Selena, the bodyguards and Liang Feixing had personally escorted Selena into 

the hotel. 

The counterfeit was also brought in by another bodyguard… 

The conditions of the hotel here are no better than those in the Imperial City. 

The multi-function hall is packed to the brim, and even the corridors are full of 

people, but no one has any complaints, and everyone is on the stage with all 

their hearts and minds. 

Everyone looked at the real Selena, and at the fake Selena, it was 

overwhelming. 

Shengshi Entertainment’s work efficiency has always been very fast, don’t play 

those twists and turns, and the boss specifically explained that it should be 

resolved as soon as possible so that the proprietress can go back to rest, Liang 

Feixing made a few opening remarks, and then asked the staff to open the 

door behind him projector. 

With a “click”, the big screen lit up, and a report with the name of a well-

known international plastic surgery hospital appeared on the top. A series of 

professional plastic surgery terms were pulled over, and then a comparison 

picture of two faces suddenly appeared below. 

One is before plastic surgery and one is after plastic surgery. 



The face after the plastic surgery was Selena’s face, and the face before the 

plastic surgery… turned out to be… the former first sister of Shengshi 

Entertainment, Su Yimo! 

Chapter 1652 

When seeing the content on the projector clearly, in an instant, the small and 

crowded multifunctional hall was so quiet that you could hear a pin drop. 

A few seconds later, the reporters recovered from the shock, and there was an 

uproar at the scene, staring at the fake Selena, screaming and screaming. 

“I… oh my god! I’m blinded! Then… isn’t the woman in the photo before 

plastic surgery Su Yimo?” 

“The hospital’s medical record has a name on it, and it’s written in black and 

white that it’s Su Yimo!” 

“Wait…wait! Let me sort it out! What-the-f-uck! This…this fake Selena was 

actually plastic surgery done by Su Yimo? This is simply a modern fantasy 

drama!!!” 

… 

At the beginning, Su Yimo used Mrs. Lu’s name to run rampant in the 

entertainment circle, and she was in the limelight until the real master 

appeared, exposed her on the spot, and announced that he already had a 

girlfriend in a stable relationship. Afterwards, Su Yimo disappeared. . 

Everyone thought that Su Yimo had annoyed Daniel and was blocked, so they 

kept silent on all news related to Su Yimo and did not dare to make any 

reports. 

Who would have imagined… that meeting Su Yimo again would be under such 

shocking circumstances! 



Su Yimo, who had disappeared for so long, turned into an exact figure like 

Selena, as if carved out of the same mold, this… this is simply too terrifying! 

“Miss, are you really Su Yimo?” 

“Are all the women in those videos you?” 

“Why did you have plastic surgery to look like Selena to frame her?” 

“Is it because Selena took your place back then, that’s why you used this 

method to take revenge on her?” 

… 

There is no need for Liang Feixing to say more here, the reporters have already 

figured out all the causes and consequences in their own brains, not to 

mention that the reason is completely logical. 

The only thing they didn’t know was that Selena was Daniel’s real girlfriend at 

the time when he was furious, and Su Yimo’s more secretive psychology and 

reason for plastic surgery to look like Selena. 

“Miss Su, please say something!” 

Facing the reporters’ frantic pursuit and questioning, the woman in the red 

skirt had no blood on her face, and her body began to tremble violently, as if 

she had been stripped naked and exposed to the sun in front of everyone. 

Liang Feixing frowned slightly, and glanced at the woman, casting a warning 

and urging gaze. 

The woman finally raised her head, and that exquisite and beautiful face was 

completely exposed in front of the people, causing another exclamation. 



The scene seemed to be silent immediately after the appointment, staring at 

the direction of the woman, for fear of missing any words from her, it was 

really worthwhile to come all the way to this small place to hold a press 

conference, today’s news is simply enough A sensation in the entire 

entertainment circle. 

Selena, who was on the side, also looked at the woman. Out of trust in Daniel, 

she didn’t ask any more questions from the beginning to the end. It was only 

when she looked at the projector that she realized that this woman was 

actually Su Yimo. At this moment, she was staring at the woman. Zhang had a 

weird face that was exactly the same as her own, and her mood was 

indescribable. Obviously, she was surprised that Su Yimo would do this… 

Facing the countless pairs of eyes in front of her, the woman subconsciously 

turned her head and glanced in Selena’s direction. 

The girl’s skin is rough and her clothes are rustic, how can she still have half of 

the brilliance of the past? 

This b!tch… is just relying on a face, what else does she have besides this face, 

and now she wastes her only capital for a few trophies, it’s just ridiculous… 

Chapter 1653 

Seeing the woman staring at Selena and not speaking for a long time, the 

reporters started buzzing and urging her again. 

At this time, the woman looked at everyone, and finally spoke, “I’m Su Yimo.” 

She knew that since the other party had found her and obtained these things, 

it would be useless for her to deny it. 

Even though the reporters knew it already, after hearing her confession, their 

faces were full of shock. 



“Really…it’s really Su Yimo!” 

“Is she crazy?” 

“Even if it wasn’t Selena who replaced her back then, it would have been 

someone else, right? She didn’t hesitate to have plastic surgery to frame 

Selena, it’s too perverted!” 

“Still having sex with so many men in the name of Selena! Oh my god! All 

three views are shattered!” 

… 

Just when the reporters had confirmed the whole story, a tall male reporter in 

the crowd suddenly questioned, “Even if she is Su Yimo, it doesn’t prove 

anything, right? The plastic surgery is hers.” Freedom! Then you can’t say that 

the woman in the video must be her? If you insist on saying that, can I also say 

that Su Yimo was pulled out by Shengshi Entertainment to blame Selena?” 

As soon as the tall reporter said this, the other reporters looked at each other 

in blank dismay. 

It’s possible…it’s not impossible… 

“It can’t be that Shengshi found out to take the blame?” 

“Maybe, the two are so similar in appearance alone, it’s really hard to tell the 

truth from the fake!” 

… 

Seeing that everyone was also questioning, the tall reporter smiled 

triumphantly, and deliberately asked, “Miss Su, have you been threatened by 

Shengshi Entertainment?” 



Su Yimo rolled her eyes, shrank her shoulders and said nothing, looking 

scared, but this reaction was tantamount to becoming more convinced of the 

reporter’s words. 

Liang Feixing’s expression remained unchanged, and he stared at the reporter 

coldly. Then, two photos appeared on the projector behind him. 

One of the pictures was taken from the last video of “Selena” and the investor 

of “Mother” that was revealed on the Internet. 

In the video, there is a mobile phone scattered by the bedside. The man 

inadvertently turned on the mobile phone while he was moving, and the 

current specific year, month, day and time are displayed on the screen of the 

mobile phone. 

Because the video is very clear, the date and time on the phone can also be 

seen clearly. 

The second picture can be seen to be intercepted from the surveillance video. 

The content of the picture shows Selena standing at the door, a woman 

opened the door, and was about to invite someone in. 

This woman turned out to be Song Lin. 

The point is that the time on this surveillance coincides with the time in the 

previous picture. 

what does that mean? 

Anyone who is not blind can understand. 

Could it be that Selena knew how to separate herself, otherwise how could she 

appear on the investor’s bed and Song Lin’s door at the same time? 



“At this time, I invited Selena to come to my house as a guest. Who is the 

person in the video?” 

There was a sound of footsteps coming from the door. Song Lin didn’t know 

when she arrived. Accompanied by the staff, she walked towards the front 

stage step by step. 

“Ah! It’s Song Lin!” 

“It’s Teacher Song!” 

… 

Song Lin’s status in the entertainment industry is self-evident, no one will 

doubt what she said, let alone the evidence is solid, Song Lin came out to 

testify in person. 

“I just said that the person in those videos can’t be Karen! Now the truth is 

finally revealed! Karen has an alibi! Teacher Song’s words can’t be false!” 

Chapter 1654 

There was a gloomy look on the tall reporter’s face, “So what, it’s just a video 

to prove that he wasn’t there…” 

“Are you insane? As long as there is a video that proves that the person in it is 

not Selena, it can be completely proved that this woman is framing Selena!” 

“Actually, I’ve suspected it before. If Selena is the kind of scheming villain you 

say, how could she be so careless when she does these things? Every video 

has been captured, and it’s so clear. ?Especially the face! Isn’t this bullsh1t? 

“Unless she poses for the photo herself!” 



“It’s too insidious to beat him up now after he’s been thinking about it for so 

long! Hey, which reporter are you from? Are you Su Yimo’s babysitter!” 

… 

The reporters were so chattering that the tall reporter couldn’t even utter a 

word. 

Seeing that the overall situation had been settled, the tall male reporter 

quietly left the multi-purpose room while the reporters were excitedly asking 

Song Lin questions. 

However, this person thought he was unaware, but he didn’t know that he had 

been stared at for a long time. As soon as he walked out of the door, two tall 

bodyguards stopped him and stuffed him into the car… 

The press conference is over, and this incident is finally coming to an end. 

Su Yimo’s expression was in a trance, and her face was full of ashes. She never 

thought that such a mistake would happen in the end. 

Liang Feixing looked at the dull-looking woman beside him, with a mocking 

sneer on his face. This woman released so many videos insanely at once. She 

thought that the more evidence she released, the harder it would be for 

Selena to stand up. The more, the more flaws… 

“I…I want to see Mr. Lu! I have something to say to Mr. Lu!!!” Su Yimo 

suddenly grabbed Liang Feixing’s arm and said excitedly. 

Liang Feixing pulled the woman’s arm away in disgust, and said coldly, “Mr. Lu, 

you can see him whenever you want?” 

Please, the boss is a wife-protecting maniac. How could he dare to send this 

woman who is sleeping with men everywhere in the boss’s wife’s face to be 

scolded by the boss? Isn’t this courting death? 



Su Yimo said urgently, “I was wronged! Someone forced me! Someone forced 

me to do this! I didn’t intend to harm Selena! How could I dare to touch Mr. 

Lu’s people!” 

“Someone forced you? Who?” Liang Feixing immediately asked in a deep voice 

upon hearing the words. 

“I…I want to see Mr. Lu…I will only tell Mr. Lu about this matter!” Su Yimo said 

resolutely. 

Liang Feixing frowned and glanced at her, walked to the side, and called 

Daniel. 

After a while, Liang Feixing came back from the phone call and said 

impatiently, “Let’s go!” 

“Mr. Lu agrees to see me?” Su Yimo was overjoyed and hurriedly followed 

Liang Feixing into the car. 

After getting in the car, Su Yimo frantically took out the cosmetics from her 

bag and began to touch up her makeup. Today’s makeup imitated Selena’s 

gorgeous makeup at the Palme d’Or awards ceremony. 

Since that time, Selena has been known as the “Queen of the Red Carpet”. 

Facing herself in the mirror, Su Yimo slowly showed a smile that had been 

practiced a thousand times. This face was blessed with a unique, perfect 

flawless face. 

But now, it’s hers! Even Selena herself can’t compare to her! 

While driving, Liang Feixing glanced at the woman in the rearview mirror, and 

saw Su Yimo smiling at Selena’s face. Although that face was extremely 

beautiful, it gave him a chill… 



Chapter 1655 

Inside a box of a private club. 

Seeing the noble and arrogant man at the banquet, Su Yimo’s eyes suddenly 

shone with a strange light, “Mr. Lu…I…” 

“Don’t talk nonsense, now that you’ve seen the boss, tell me directly who is 

behind the scenes!” Liang Feixing urged, afraid that the boss would feel 

unhappy looking at this face. 

“I don’t know who the other party is. He contacted me without knowing his 

identity, but I was really forced! The man also threatened to kill me if I didn’t 

listen to them. He forced me to have plastic surgery. And let me do those 

things to blame Selena!” Su Yimo stared at Daniel, saying that she didn’t do it 

voluntarily, with a sad and wronged look on her face, expressing that she was 

also a victim. 

Liang Feixing on the side looked at the pear-blossoming woman in front of 

him, and couldn’t help but roll his eyes. Why was she forced? Even if there was 

someone behind her, it must be a conspiracy, right? 

This woman obviously wanted Selena to be ruined, and she might even want 

to flirt with the boss with such a face, because she might have had a good 

time working with him! 

How could the boss not know the things he could figure out, and this stupid 

woman dared to talk nonsense until now, and even looked at the boss with 

such blatant eyes. 

After listening to Su Yimo’s defense, Daniel raised his hand, and soon 

someone came over and took Su Yimo out. 

Su Yimo couldn’t believe it when she saw this, the other party didn’t say a 

word to her, and didn’t even look her in the eye. 



“Mr. Lu… Mr. Lu… everything I said is true…” 

Su Yimo’s voice disappeared outside the door, Liang Feixing approached and 

asked tentatively, “Boss, do you want to use some special means to spy on 

her?” 

Daniel: “No need.” 

It was obvious that Su Yimo didn’t know anything, since the other party dared 

to do it, they wouldn’t leave any loopholes or clues for Su Yimo. 

Liang Feixing also thought of this, and said solemnly, “Su Yimo can’t ask 

anything here, and that reporter also said that he was doing things with 

money, so what should we do now? Could it be that Su Yimo directed and 

acted himself? There is no one behind the scenes at all…” 

“You can go back. Someone will investigate this matter.” Daniel said. 

“Oh, I got it, I will concentrate on taking good care of the lady boss!” Liang 

Feixing nodded again and again, and then said, “Boss, don’t worry, what Su 

Yimo did, framing and slandering and disseminating a lot of information and 

other crimes will be punished together. , at least three to five years in prison, 

and her face, to recover to this level in such a short period of time is all radical 

and quick plastic surgery, and it will be almost destroyed in less than half a 

year… …” 

“Let her go.” Daniel said suddenly. 

Liang Feixing was dumbfounded when he heard that, sh1t! Let her go? 

Did the boss soften his heart because of that face? 

Pooh! How could the boss be the kind of person who is so obsessed with sex? 

Even if he is dizzy with sex, he is only obsessed with the beauty of the 

proprietress… 



“Boss… are you going to… lure the snake out of the hole?” 

… 

d City. 

This press conference was probably the most relaxed one Selena had ever 

held, and she ended the whole process without even saying a word. 

“Sister Lin, thank you so much this time!” On the way back, Selena kept 

thanking you. 

Song Lin looked at the girl’s thankful little face. Although she didn’t wear 

makeup, and even went through deliberate exposure to the sun for this 

drama, her skin condition was not very good, but she looked cute no matter 

how she looked, “Don’t thank me, the clue is not me What I found, what I did 

was nothing more than a little effort.” 

“Then I have to thank you for being willing to stand up for me! So, I still have 

to thank you!” 

In the entertainment circle, it is better to have more things than less things. 

Who would want to get involved in this kind of thing, let alone Song Lin with 

her status, she can completely stay out of it. 

Ever since she got acquainted with Song Lin, she felt that Song Lin took too 

much care of her, to the point where she was flattered! 

If she were a man, she would probably want to make a promise to the 

Goddess! 

 


